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The issues concerning the Partition of India in 1947 have long been debated both
by Indian and Pakistani historians, but now a leader directly responsible for the
Defence and Foreign Affairs of India has come forward with a historical appraisal
that helps both countries come to a better understanding of the contentions
between them. Jaswant Singh has not written a hagiography of Jinnah, but focused
on him as a key figure in the final deliberations preceding Independence.

Human Rights and Comparative Foreign Policy
This book tells the story of the tragic and often tormented relationship between the
United States and Pakistan. Pakistan's internal troubles have already threatened
U.S. security and international peace, and Pakistan's rapidly growing population,
nuclear arsenal, and relationships with China and India will continue to force it
upon America's geostrategic map in new and important ways over the coming
decades. This book explores the main trends in Pakistani society that will help
determine its future; traces the wellsprings of Pakistani anti-American sentiment
through the history of U.S.-Pakistan relations from 1947 to 2001; assesses how
Washington made and implemented policies regarding Pakistan since the terrorist
attacks on the United States on September 11, 2001; and analyzes how regional
dynamics, especially the rise of China, will likely shape U.S.-Pakistan relations. It
concludes with three options for future U.S. strategy, described as defensive
insulation, military-first cooperation, and comprehensive cooperation. The book
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explains how Washington can prepare for the worst, aim for the best, and avoid
past mistakes.

Toxic Politics
Examines how the failure of the nation building policies of the United States have
contributed to increased instability in both Pakistan and Afghanistan, a result which
represents the greatest threat to peace and security in the global community.

Living Islam
Due to its haphazard partition from British Colonial India and a series of internal
and external destabilizing events throughout the last six decades, Pakistan has
beenplagued with varying degrees of instability that leave it today on the edge of
becoming either a failed state or a regional power. This instability has led to a
laundry list of detrimental effects, which include increased regional tensions with
its neighbors, an Al Qaeda sanctuary, and homegrown terrorism that are
contributing to the derailment of the Pakistani central government's rule. Many of
the challenges that Pakistan faces are deeply rooted in her relationship with
Afghanistan.
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Deadly Impasse
This book is not just an update to studies of Middle Eastern policy and diplomacy,
but an in-depth analysis that covers the United States' foreign and strategic policy
from the days of President Roosevelt to President Obama and Pakistan's security
and strategic planning since its inception to 2011, under the shadow of India and
Afghanistan.

Conflict Between India and Pakistan
Pakistan in Regional and Global Politics
Pakistan's Foreign Policy provides insights into the considerations and constraints
that determined policies on key issues, including the alliances, the unintended
1965 war, the nuclear programme, opposition to Soviet intervention in Afghanistan
and review of policy after 9/11.

The Emergence of Pakistan
Pakistan's Foreign Policy provides insights into the considerations and constraints
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that determined policies on key issues, including the alliances, the unintended
1965 war, the nuclear programme, opposition to Soviet intervention in Afghanistan
and review of policy after 9/11.

Pakistan's Foreign Policy
Evaluating state relations between 1999-2009, Deadly Impasse seeks to explore
what ails the Indo-Pakistani relationship and perpetuates the enduring rivalry.

US-Pakistan Relations
Written with the express purpose of providing a reference book for students of
history, political science, international relations, and Pakistan Studies, this book
offers an objective history of policy stances along with the rationale behind
decisions made by Pakistani state leaders. It provides an insight into the making,
implementation, and consequences of Pakistan's foreign policy from Partition up to
2016. It will facilitate a deeper understanding of the strategic compulsions that
have driven decision making in Pakistan's national security and foreign policy. This
book incorporates new contours in relations with India, the USA, China, and
Afghanistan. Further updates pertain to developments in such key areas as
terrorism, Kashmir, and the Middle East.
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Pakistan at the Crossroads
Pakistan has undertaken a number of operations against militant groups since
2001. There have been some successes, but such groups as al Qa1ida continue to
present a significant threat to Pakistan, the United States, and other countries.
Pakistan needs to establish a population-centric counterinsurgency that better
protects the local population and addresses grievances. It also needs to abandon
militancy as a tool of foreign and domestic policy.

America, Pakistan, and the India Factor
Explores the long and contentious relationship between the United States and
Pakistan since it was partitioned from India, with emphasis on events that occurred
during the author's 30-year career with the CIA and on how Pakistan's history and
U.S. responses have contributed to the current struggle with terrorism.

Vortex of Conflict
This new edition has been updated to provide an insight into the making,
implementation, and consequences of Pakistan's foreign policy from Partition to
post-9/11 years. It will facilitate a deeper understanding of the strategic
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compulsions that have driven decision-making in Pakistan's national security and
foreign policy. This concise history will be of interest to readers seeking to form an
objective perspective on Pakistan's foreign policy.

The Pakistan National Bibliography
A courageous, comprehensive and no-holds-barred account, by a veteran
journalist, of a 66-year-old nation that is still trying to find its identity and fighting
its own demons . . . Beginning with the ‘genetic defect’ that Pakistan was born
with, Babar Ayaz highlights the numerous problems faced by Pakistan today that
have arisen as a result of the country’s foundation being based on religion. What
Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah managed to achieve as a separate homeland
inAugust 1947 is today being consumed by religious fanaticism. Ayaz attributes
such a state of affairs to the Islamization of Pakistani laws, which are in conflict
with the twenty-first century value systems. The author next pinpoints how Jinnah
failed to recognize the ethno-linguistic diversity of the Pakistan he had created,
which needed proper distribution of power between the Centre and the states in
the then-existent West Pakistan and East Pakistan. He describes how the
centralization of power and the imposition of a single language for both wings of
the country led to the dismemberment of Pakistan and the creation of Bangladesh
in 1971. The book also analyzes the ‘unwritten national security policy’ of Pakistan
and how it has dictated its foreign policy. Relations with the US, India, China, Saudi
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Arabia, Iran and Afghanistan are discussed visà-vis the overall national security
policy. The author contends that the rise of fundamentalism is a global
phenomenon, but in Pakistan, it has given birth to a plethora of Islamic militant
groups covertly supported by the Pakistani intelligence services. Pakistan has been
branded as ‘the most dangerous state of the world’ and the ‘epicentre of
terrorism’. He laments the fact that attempts to present the peaceful side of Islam
are extremely feeble because of the dominance of the pro-jihad elements, which
are pushing the country into a civil war-like situation. In spite of several years of
attempts at indoctrination of the people through mass media and educational
institutions, in Pakistan, the anti-Indian feelings and extreme stands on Kashmir
have been limited. Ayaz believes that India and the developed world would have to
help by being more accommodating and understanding, so that the people of
Pakistan can re-invent their country. Without moving towards secularism, the
author warns, Pakistan will remain at war with itself as it is torn between the
twenty-first century and medieval religious value systems.

Explaining Pakistan's Foreign Policy
In recent years Pakistan has emerged as a strategic player on the world
stage—both as a potential rogue state armed with nuclear weapons and as an
American ally in the war against terrorism. But our understanding of this country is
superficial. To probe beyond the headlines, Stephen Cohen, author of the prizePage 8/27
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winning India: Emerging Power, offers a panoramic portrait of this complex
country—from its origins as a homeland for Indian Muslims to a militarydominated
state that has experienced uneven economic growth, political chaos, sectarian
violence, and several nuclear crises with its much larger neighbor, India. Pakistan's
future is uncertain. Can it fulfill its promise of joining the community of nations as a
moderate Islamic state, at peace with its neighbors, or could it dissolve completely
into a failed state, spewing out terrorists and nuclear weapons in several
directions? The Idea of Pakistan will be an essential tool for understanding this
critically important country.

The China-Pakistan Axis
With each passing day, Pakistan becomes an even more crucial player in world
affairs. Home of the world's second-largest Muslim population, epicenter of the
global jihad, location of perhaps the planet's most dangerous borderlands, and
armed with nuclear weapons, this South Asian nation will go a long way toward
determining what the world looks like ten years from now. The Future of Pakistan
presents and evaluates several scenarios for how the country will develop, evolve,
and act in the near future, as well as the geopolitical implications of each. Led by
renowned South Asia expert Stephen P. Cohen, a team of authoritative contributors
looks at several pieces of the Pakistan puzzle. The book begins with Cohen's broad
yet detailed overview of Pakistan, placing it within the context of current-day
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geopolitics and international economics. Cohen's piece is then followed by a
number of shorter, more tightly focused essays addressing more specific issues of
concern. Cohen's fellow contributors hail from America, Europe, India, and Pakistan
itself, giving the book a uniquely international and comparative perspective. They
address critical factors such as the role and impact of radical groups and militants,
developments in specific key regions such as Punjab and the rugged frontier with
Afghanistan, and the influence of—and interactions with—India, Pakistan's archrival
since birth. The book also breaks down relations with other international powers
such as China and the United States. The all-important military and internal
security apparatus come under scrutiny, as do rapidly morphing social and gender
issues. Political and party developments are examined along with the often
amorphous division of power between Islamabad and the nation's regions and local
powers. Uncertainty about Pakistan's trajectory persists. The Future of Pakistan
helps us understand the current circumstances, the relevant actors and their
motivation, the critical issues at hand, the different outcomes they might produce,
and what it all means for Pakistanis, Indians, the United States, and the entire
world. Praise for the work of Stephen P. Cohen The Idea of Pakistan: "The
intellectual power and rare insight with which Cohen breaks through the
complexity of the subject rivals that of classics that have explained other societies
posting a comparable challenge to understanding."— Middle East Journal India:
Emerging Power: "In light of the events of September 11, 2001, Cohen's
perceptive, insightful, and balanced account of emergent India will be essential
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reading for U.S. foreign policymakers, scholars, and informed citizens."— Choice

The Future of Pakistan
Pakistan's transformation from supposed model of Muslim enlightenment to a state
now threatened by an Islamist takeover has been remarkable. Many account for
the change by pointing to Pakistan's controversial partnership with the United
States since 9/11; others see it as a consequence of Pakistan's long history of
authoritarian rule, which has marginalized liberal opinion and allowed the rise of a
religious right. Farzana Shaikh argues the country's decline is rooted primarily in
uncertainty about the meaning of Pakistan and the significance of 'being Pakistani'.
This has pre-empted a consensus on the role of Islam in the public sphere and
encouraged the spread of political Islam. It has also widened the gap between
personal piety and public morality, corrupting the country's economic foundations
and tearing apart its social fabric. More ominously still, it has given rise to a new
and dangerous symbiosis between the country's powerful armed forces and Muslim
extremists. Shaikh demonstrates how the ideology that constrained Indo-Muslim
politics in the years leading to Partition in 1947 has left its mark, skillfully
deploying insights from history to better understand Pakistan's troubled present.

Pakistan's Foreign Policy,1947- 2005
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Written with the express purpose of providing a reference book for students of
history, political science, international relations, and Pakistan Studies, this book
offers an objective history of policy stances along with the rationale behind
decisions made by Pakistani state leaders. It provides an insight into the making,
implementation, and consequences of Pakistans foreign policy from Partition up to
2019. It will facilitate a deeper understanding of the strategic compulsions that
have driven decision making in Pakistans national security and foreign policy. This
book incorporates new contours in relations with India, the US, China, and
Afghanistan. Further updates pertain to developments in such key areas as
terrorism, Kashmir, and the Middle East.

Foreign Policies of India’s Prime Ministers
Human Rights And Comparative Foreign Policy Is The First Book In English To
Examine The Place Of Human Rights In The Foreign Policies Of A Wide Range Of
States During Contemporary Times. The Book Is Also Unique In Utilizing A Common
Framework Of Analysis For All 10 Of The Country Or Regional Studies Covered. This
Framework Treats Foreign Policy As The Result Of A Two -Level Game In Which
Both Domestic And Foreign Factors Have To Be Considered. Leading Experts From
Around The World Analyze Both Liberal Democratic And Other Foreign Policies On
Human Rights. A General Introduction And A Systematic Conclusion Add To The
Coherence Of The Project. The Authors Note The Increasing Attention Given To
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Human Rights Issues In Contemporary Foreign Policy. At The Same Time, They
Argue That Most States, Including Liberal Democratic States That Identify With
Human Rights, Are Reluctant Most Of The Time To Elevate Human Rights Concerns
To A Level Equal To That Of Traditional Security And Economic Concerns. When
States Do Seek To Integrate Human Rights With These And Other Concerns, The
Result Is Usually Great Inconsistency In Patterns Of Foreign Policy. The Book
Further Argues That Different States Bring Different Emphases To Their Human
Rights Diplomacy, Because Of Such Factors As National Political Culture And
Perceived National Interests. In The Last Analysis States Can Be Compared Along
Two Dimensions Pertaining To Human Rights: Extent To Which They Are Oriented
Toward An International Rather Than National Conception Of Rights; And Extent To
Which They Are Oriented Toward International Rather Than National Action To
Protect Human Rights.

What Drives Pakistan's Interest in Afghanistan?
The Limits of Influence
In Pakistan at the Crossroads, top international scholars assess Pakistan's politics,
economics and the challenges faced by its civil and military leaders domestically
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and diplomatically. Contributors examine the state's handling of internal threats,
tensions between civilians and the military, strategies of political parties, police
and law enforcement reform, trends in judicial activism, the rise of border conflicts,
economic challenges, financial entanglements with foreign powers, and diplomatic
relations with India, China, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Afghanistan, and the United States.
This volume is critical to grasping the sophisticated interplay of internal and
external forces complicating the country's recent trajectory.

Counterinsurgency in Pakistan
China's deepening health crisis reveals the fragility of the party-state and
undercuts China's ability to project influence internationally.

Descent Into Chaos
Making Sense of Pakistan
Pakistan is at currently at the centre of regional and global geo-strategic issues as
a frontline state in the global war on terrorism. It is seeking to project itself as a
modern Islamic state that can engage both the Islamic bloc and the western world
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in the post 9/11 era. This book addresses some questions under the broad rubric of
International Relations and Security. It focuses on four themes: Pakistan and global
security; Pakistan’s international relations; politics and identity in Pakistan; and
economic development of Pakistan. Leading international experts have contributed
articles within the framework of these themes.

Deadly Embrace
This is the first systematic history of U.S. efforts to help forge a settlement
between India and Pakistan on the "Kashmir question." Former ambassador
Howard B. Schaffer draws on interviews with senior American officials, historical
research, and his decades of experience in South Asia to explain and evaluate
three generations of U.S. activities and policies toward the volatile region. The
Limits of Influence chronicles America's views on—and involvement in—the longstanding struggle waged between India and Pakistan over Kashmir since their
independence in 1947. He brings the discussion up to the current day, concluding
with recommendations on the role Washington might usefully play in resolving the
long-simmering dispute, thus reducing the dangerous tensions between two
nuclear-armed archrivals in a region of great importance. His book is a fascinating
piece of diplomatic history as well as an instructive look at the present and future
of the Kashmir dilemma and its impact on vital U.S. concerns. "Indian and Pakistani
positions on the terms of a settlement have grown closer over the past few years.
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A quiet shove by Washington may be more likely than before to help push the two
governments over the elusive finish line they have never been able to cross on
their own. And the critical part Pakistan plays in the war on terrorism has added to
the importance of a Kashmir settlement to major American interests in South Asia
and beyond." —From the Introduction

The Idea of Pakistan
"The book is based on the author's personal observations and analysis during thirtynine years of diplomatic service as Pakistan's Ambassador and Special Envoy to
various countries around the world."--Back cover.

Pakistan's Foreign Policy, 1947-2012
A distinguished career in Pakistan's Foreign Service provided Abdul Sattar with a
unique, personal insight into the making, implementation and consequences of
Pakistan's foreign policy from Partition to post-9/11 years. This concise history
reflects his knowledge, experience and research that will be of interest to students
as well as general readers seeking to form an objective perspective on Pakistan's
foreign policy.
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Pakistan's Foreign Policy,1947- 2005
Pakistan has over the decades become a hotbed for the terrorist ideology often
referred to as Jihadism. This book investigates the underlying principles of
Pakistan’s foreign policy from 1947 until the present day, and explains the rise of
Jihadism as an offshoot of Pakistan’s security concerns. The book goes on to
discuss that from its inception as a separate state, Pakistan’s foreign policy
focused on ‘seeking parity’ with India and ‘escaping’ from an Indian South Asian
identity. The desire to achieve parity with its much larger neighbour led Pakistan to
seek the assistance and support of allies. The author analyses the relationship
Pakistan has with Afghanistan, United States, China and the Muslim world, and
looks at how these relationships are based on the desire that military, economic
and diplomatic aid from these countries would bolster Pakistan’s meagre resources
in countering Indian economic and military strength. The book presents an
interesting contribution to South Asian Studies, as well as studies on International
Relations and Foreign Policy.

Pakistan Under Siege
More than two million Americans have served in Afghanistan or Iraq; more than
5,000 Americans have been killed; and over 35,000 have been grievously
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wounded. The war in Afghanistan has become America's longest war. Most
Americans do not understand the background of, or reasons for, the United States'
involvement in these two wars. Using primary and secondary sources, author Dan
Caldwell describes relevant historical, political, cultural, and ideological elements
related to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. He demonstrates how they are
interrelated. Beginning with the history of the two conflicts within the context of
U.S. policies toward Afghanistan, Iraq, and Pakistan because American policy
toward terrorism and Afghanistan cannot be understood without some
consideration of Pakistan he outlines and analyzes major issues of the two wars.
These include intelligence quality, war plans, postwar reconstruction, interagency
policymaking, U.S. relations with allies, and shift from conventional to
counterinsurgency strategy. He concludes by capturing the lessons learned from
these two conflicts and points to their application in future conflict. His book is a
one-volume resource for anyone who wishes to understand why and how the U.S.
became involved in these two wars and in the affairs of Pakistan concurrently.

Margalla Papers
Over the last fifteen years, Pakistan has come to be defined exclusively in terms of
its struggle with terror. But are ordinary Pakistanis extremists? And what explains
how Pakistanis think? Much of the current work on extremism in Pakistan tends to
study extremist trends in the country from a detached position—a top-down
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security perspective, that renders a one-dimensional picture of what is at its heart
a complex, richly textured country of 200 million people. In this book, using
rigorous analysis of survey data, in-depth interviews in schools and universities in
Pakistan, historical narrative reporting, and her own intuitive understanding of the
country, Madiha Afzal gives the full picture of Pakistan’s relationship with
extremism. The author lays out Pakistanis’ own views on terrorist groups, on jihad,
on religious minorities and non-Muslims, on America, and on their place in the
world. The views are not radical at first glance, but are riddled with conspiracy
theories. Afzal explains how the two pillars that define the Pakistani state—Islam
and a paranoia about India—have led to a regressive form of Islamization in
Pakistan’s narratives, laws, and curricula. These, in turn, have shaped its citizens’
attitudes. Afzal traces this outlook to Pakistan’s unique and tortured birth. She
examines the rhetoric and the strategic actions of three actors in Pakistani
politics—the military, the civilian governments, and the Islamist parties—and their
relationships with militant groups. She shows how regressive Pakistani laws
instituted in the 1980s worsened citizen attitudes and led to vigilante and mob
violence. The author also explains that the educational regime has become a vital
element in shaping citizens’ thinking. How many years one attends school, whether
the school is public, private, or a madrassa, and what curricula is followed all affect
Pakistanis’ attitudes about terrorism and the rest of the world. In the end, Afzal
suggests how this beleaguered nation—one with seemingly insurmountable
problems in governance and education—can change course.
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Pakistans Foreign Policy 1947-2019
The book is on the Prime Ministers of India since Jawaharlal Nehru. A chapter is
devoted to each of them with a focus on their foreign policies. The broad
organisational framework, designed and deployed in this publication, begins with a
brief analysis of their formative years, their perceptions of the international
system, and the architecture of their foreign policies, before delving into their
decisional process, and before concluding with an evaluation of their role. All the
Prime Ministers were obviously not interested in international affairs. Though the
dimensional size of the country had unavoidably pushed all of them to deal with
foreign affairs, their role was variegated and their performance was unequal. While
the Nehru-Gandhi family were the icons of Indian diplomacy, there were others like
Morarji Desai, V.P.Singh, H.D.Deve Gowda, Chandra Shekar, etc. who were really
marginal either because their mandate was limited by time or by interest. The
uniqueness of the book lies in the fact that the author has dealt with all the Prime
Ministers, including the ones for whom foreign policy was not crucial.

Pakistan's Security and Foreign Policy
Popular representations of Pakistan's North West Frontier have long featured
simplistic images of tribal blood feuds, fanatical religion, and the seclusion of
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women. The rise to power of the radical Taliban regime in neighbouring
Afghanistan enhanced the region's reputation as a place of anti-Western militancy.
Magnus Marsden is an anthropologist who has immersed himself in the lives of the
Frontier's villagers for more than ten years. His evocative study of the Chitral
region challenges all these stereotypes. Through an exploration of the everyday
experiences of both men and women, he shows that the life of a good Muslim in
Chitral is above all a mindful life, enhanced by the creative force of poetry, dancing
and critical debate. Challenging much that has been assumed about the Muslim
world, this 2005 study makes a powerful contribution to the understanding of
religion and politics both within and beyond the Muslim societies of southern Asia.

Prospects for Peace in South Asia
US foreign policy-making from the end of the Cold War to after 2001 is crucial to
understanding the years of strong US engagement with Pakistan that would follow
9/11. This book explains Pakistan’s strategic choices in the 1990s by examining the
role of the United States in the shaping of Islamabad’s security goals. Drawing
upon a diverse range of oral history interviews as well as available written sources,
the book explains the American contribution to Pakistani security objectives during
the presidency of Bill Clinton (1993-2001). The author investigates and explains
the dynamics which drove Islamabad’s pursuit of nuclear weapons, its support for
the Taliban and its approach towards the indigenous uprising in Indian Kashmir.
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She argues that Clinton’s foreign policy contributed to the hardening of
Islamabad’s security perspectives, creating space for the Pakistani military
establishment to pursue its regional security goals. The book also discusses the
argument that US-Pakistan relations during this period were driven by a Cold War
mindset, causing a fissure between US global and Pakistan’s regional security
goals. The Pakistani military and civilian leadership utilized these divergent and
convergent trends to protect Islamabad’s India-centric strategic interests. The book
addresses a gap in the relevant literature and moves beyond the available monocausal explanations often distorted by a mixture of intellectual obfuscation and
political rhetoric. It adds a Pakistani perspective and is a valuable contribution to
the study of US-Pakistan relations.

Afghanistan, Pakistan and Strategic Change
A Deadly Triangle
The region encompassing Afghanistan and Pakistan (Af/Pak region) is undergoing a
fundamental strategic change. This book analyses the nature of this strategic
change, in ordre to seek possible future scenarios and to examine policy options. It
also undertakes a critical review of the basic elements of the Western strategic
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approach towards dealing with regional conflicts in all parts of the world, with
special emphasis on the Af/Pak region. Dealing with the political developments i
one of the most volatile regions in the world – Afghanistan and Pakistan – the
volume focuses on Western strategic concerns. The withdrawal of ISAF by 2014 will
change the overall political setting and the work addresses the challenges that will
result for Western policymakers thereafter. It examines the cases of Afghanistan
and Pakistan separately, and also looks at the broader region and tries to identify
different outcomes. This book will be of much interest to students of Central and
South Asian politics, strategic studies, foreign policy and security studies generally.

Explaining Pakistan's Foreign Policy
The Beijing-Islamabad axis plays a central role in Asia's geopolitics, from India's
rise to the prospects for a post-American Afghanistan, from the threat of nuclear
terrorism to the continent's new map of mines, ports and pipelines. China is
Pakistan's great economic hope and its most trusted military partner; Pakistan is
the battleground for China's encounters with Islamic militancy and the heart of its
efforts to counter-balance the emerging US-India partnership. For decades, each
country has been the other's only 'all-weather' friend. Yet the relationship is still
little understood. The wildest claims about it are widely believed, while many of its
most dramatic developments are hid- den from the public eye. This book sets out
the recent history of Sino-Pakistani ties and their ramifications for the West, for
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India, for Afghanistan, and for Asia as a whole. It tells the stories behind some of its
most sensitive aspects, including Beijing's support for Pakistan's nuclear program,
China's dealings with the Taliban, and the Chinese military's planning for crises in
Pakistan. It describes a relationship increasingly shaped by Pakistan's internal
strife, and the dilemmas China faces between the need for regional stability and
the imperative for strategic competition with India and the USA.

Pakistan's Foreign Policy, 1947-2016
Dossani's book addresses the largely hostile, often violent relations between India
and Pakistan that date from their independence in 1947.

Jinnah: India, Partition, Independence
Presents 250 alphabetical entries on topics related to the conflict between India
and Pakistan from the time of Partition up to the present day.

Pakistan's Foreign Policy,1947-2009
Pakistan has over the decades become a hotbed for the terrorist ideology often
referred to as Jihadism. This book investigates the underlying principles of
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Pakistanâe(tm)s foreign policy from 1947 until the present day, and explains the
rise of Jihadism as an offshoot of Pakistanâe(tm)s security concerns. The book goes
on to discuss that from its inception as a separate state, Pakistanâe(tm)s foreign
policy focused on âe~seeking parityâe(tm) with India and âe~escapingâe(tm) from
an Indian South Asian identity. The desire to achieve parity with its much larger
neighbour led Pakistan to seek the assistance and support of allies. The author
analyses the relationship Pakistan has with Afghanistan, United States, China and
the Muslim world, and looks at how these relationships are based on the desire
that military, economic and diplomatic aid from these countries would bolster
Pakistanâe(tm)s meagre resources in countering Indian economic and military
strength. The book presents an interesting contribution to South Asian Studies, as
well as studies on International Relations and Foreign Policy.

No Exit from Pakistan
An eminent historian looks to the present and future of Afghanistan as the U.S.
withdraws from the longest war in its history. THE BROOKINGS ESSAY: In the spirit
of its commitment to high-quality, independent research, the Brookings Institution
has commissioned works on major topics of public policy by distinguished authors,
including Brookings scholars. The Brookings Essay is a multi-platform product
aimed to engage readers in open dialogue and debate. The views expressed,
however, are solely those of the author. Available in ebook only.
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